
Honors Precalculus Applications of Logarithms & Exponential Functions Name

YES Calculator is permitted. Show your work and box your answers when appropriate. ROUNDING RULES: Round
money to the nearest penny. Round Bacteria to nearest whole. Round any rate to the at least three decimal places. Do
not round in the middle of a problem, only at the end of the problem. provide exact values when requested

I

1. Find the amount that results when $t5OO is invested
at 8% compounded monthly after a period of 14
years.

2. Find the amount that results when S3Z5 is invested
at 4%o compounded continuously after a period of 3
years.

3. Find the principal needed,now (present value) to get
S13,000 after 5 years at 9% compounded quarterly.

4. Find the effective interest rate of interest for g5%
compounded continuously.

5. How long does it take for an investment to double in
value if it is invested at 3% compounded monthly?

6. \ How many years will it take for an initial investnrent
of $25,000 to grow to 580,000? Assume a rate of 7/o
interest compounded continuously.

7. A skillet is removed from an oven whose temperature
is 450o and placed in a room whose temperature is

70o. After 5 minutes, the temperature of the skillet
is 400o.

a. Write a formula to model the temperature of the
skillet after t seconds. Use an exact value for k.

b. How long will it be until the skillet is 150o ?

8. A culture of bacteria obeys the laws of uninhibited
growth.

Write a formula if 600 bacteria are present
initially, and there are 790 after L hour.

b. How many bacteria will be present after 12
hours?



A colony of bactgria grows according to the law of
uninhibited growth where l/(r; = 100e0'054' Where N

is measured in grams and t is measured in days.
a. Determine the initial amount of bacteria

b. What ii the growth rate of the bacteria?

c. What is the population after 5 days?

d. How long will it take for the population to reach
140 grams?

A piece of charcoal is found to contain 25% of the
carbon 14 that it originally had. When did the tree
from which the charcoal came from die? Remember
the half-life of Carbon 14 is about 5600 years. (Do
not round any value until the end!)

12. Solve. You do not have to show work if calculator is
your method.

1og, x+log n x =logr(2- x)

1"3. Solve. Round answer to three decimal places

e' -ln5 =2- x2

14. State the domain y =logs(xz -2x -15)

L1. The normal healing of wounds can be modeled by an exponential function. lf ,{ represents the original area of

the wound and it A equals the area of the wound, then the function A(n) : ,4os-o'tsn describes the area of a

wound after n days following an injury when no infection is present to slow healing. Suppose a wound is initially
80 square millimeters.
a. After how many days will the wound be half its original size?

b. How long before the wound is LO% of its original size.

f (*) = logr(7 -x)
a. Solve /(x) = Q

b. Evaluate /(0)

15.
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1.. Find the amount that results when S1SOO is invested
at 8% compounded monthly after a period of 14years. rioo( l+ g),ot

2. Find the amount that results when 5375 is invested

1"A.81

Find the principal needed now (present value) to get
513,000 after 5 years at 9% compounded quarterly.

P??Bo.Gl

4, Find the effective interest rate of interest for 85%
compounded continuously.

|.f = t-e'
. ot9= l'e

, 066?110b+

+ X 7-7.t?411.t-

5. How long does it take for an investment to double in
value if it is invested at 3% compounded monthly?

/= ( r+ 'l=\''t
tL)

lna : lat 1r,( I +'E)

6. How many years will it take for an initial investment
of 525,000 to grouy to S80,0OO? Assume a rate of 7yo

interest compounded continuously.
go,w = z6oOO 

"'o1 

L

Ahv+ lto, bl b leo'(S
Ah,* 2?J3'l

A skillet is removed from an oven whose temperature
is 4500 and placed in a room whose temperature is
70o. Rfter 5 minutes, the temperature of the skillet
is4ooo'T cs)=\ + (T-T)e*
a. Write a formula to modelthe temperature of the

skillet after t seconds. Use an exact value for k.

T L4) = 1tt + (Ltgo -1o\U't<t'
T(r) = 10 + 6g0 dnt *tc( g,H@)

4oo =1o +"q,odi:

b. How long will it be until the skillet is^150o ?

tt,o =10+3 Boer'" TP.- r ,*
65.zzzSt

t9=*

ln(f,\=+.2lr'r{A

A culture of bacteria obeys the laws of uninhibited
growth.
a. Write a formula if 600 bacteria are present

initially, and there are 790 after l- hour,

ft=Ao?" - 1y =g(11o=od2e @N

t"(1*,

present after l-2
hours?

I azg ? ,1 s17)

fl=b0e
T(t) =-lo *?fid'''
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11. The normal healing of can be modeled by an exponential function. lf ,{ represents the original area of

the wound and if A equals the area of the wound, then the function A(n) = ,4oe-o'ts" describes the area of a
wound after n days following an injury when no infection is present to slow healing. Suppose a wound is initially
80 square millimeters.
a. After how many days willthe wound be half its

-'o."6 nO,5:Q

-o'6nO,lo= e
\.o(.t)= -o'3Sn

(\ 
^'b 

el gg 
1

n?(-\g"gotu

b. How long before the wound is 10% of its original size.

ft)D"lL l'qtD or a ['^4.5

1s. f(x)=logr(7-x)
a. Solve /(x) = Q 

-l 
= 17X

o =to%U-x) Lf =O
b. Evaluate /(0)

\q"t1-a\

l0 D Gxl.r;[e-ria-

f @bny of bacte.ria grows according to the law of
uirhibited growth wllere N(r1 = 100e0'054' Where N

b measured in grams and t is measured in days.
a. Determine the initial amount of bacteria

c. What is the

frT.11b{
d. How long will it take for the population to reach

140 grams?

#)'!iii,,t yyT:i'!fr;6r**-

10. A piece of charcoal is found to contain 25% of the
carbon 1-4 that it originally had. When did the tree
from which the charcoal came from die? Remember
the half.life of Carbon 14 is about 5600 years. (Do
not round any value until the end!)

) vts- -

{

ln(.zs) = W)

I .,K€fr
7.= L

lnCL\ =6b@K
K:+ 1,,(\b)

buo0
t\M -0.oOotZ7

12. Solve. You do not have to show work if calculator is
your method.

log, x+ logo x = logr (2 - x)
\n c.e,\a..\rutoy I

y=\nx,Eft Pft/ I X=tl'r tn2 - lyllt 'Yvv L' I

L3. Solve. Round answer to three decimal places

e' -ln5 =2- x2 utc aaLaJcrtov

Y, = gx-\r.9
Y,z= L -)4'

\* -l.8sg
gl,

y * 0.11+

14. State the domain / = logr(x' -2x-15)

*-'*-ts > o
cK-6)c xla) ) o

( - q9u t5,*)

lJo'.-1 >


